Edwin O. Reischauer Institute of Japanese Studies, Harvard University
2010 Grants and Support for Undergraduate and Graduate Students

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

RIJS Rosovsky Summer Research Travel Grants

Roger Batt, HAA, Neurobiology ’10, *A Neuroaesthetic Comparison of Traditional Japanese Architecture and the Works of Frank Lloyd Wright*

Peter Bernard, EAS ’11, *Study of Izumi Kyoka, with a Focus on his Zushi Works*

Chad Cannon, Music ’11, *Okinawan Music: History, Theory & Performance Practice as the Basis for Composition*

Iddoshe Hirpa, EAS, HAA ’11, *The Rise and Fall of the Sōgetsu Art Center, 1958-1970*

RIJS Summer Language Grants and Support

Blake Allen, Linguistics ’10, *Kyoto Consortium for Japanese Studies (KCJS)*

Leandra Barnes, MCB ’13, *Princeton in Ishikawa (PII)*

Ruo Chen, MCB ’12, *International Christian University (ICU)*

Ming Cheung, ’13, *Hokkaido International Foundation (HIF)*

Keoni Correa, Computer Science ’13, *PII*

Andrew Gonzales, ’13, *PII*

Min Hwang, ’13, *Waseda Oregon Summer Program*

Vinay Jayaram, HEB ’13, *PII*

Xing Lin, EAS ’13, *PII*

Trung Nguyen, Economics ’11, *PII*

Kristen Norton, Economics ’13, *ICU*

Steven Tricanowicz, Computer Science ’13, *PII*

Shelun Tsai, Neurobiology ’13, *PII*

RIJS Japan Summer Internship Program


Hitomi Abiko, Psychology ’12, *Nichiei International Inc. (Tokyo)*

Abhishek Bose-Kolanu, VES ’11, *Anton Segal Fellowship for self-designed film project (Tokyo and other cities)*
Lucia Carver, ’13, TV Setouchi Broadcasting Co., Ltd. (Okayama)

Zhao Chen, Chemistry & Physics ’11, Japan-US Undergraduate Research Exchange Program – U. of Tokyo Dept. of Applied Physics, Katori Lab (Tokyo)

Christine Cho, Economics ’12, Temple University (Tokyo)

Connie Choi, Economics ’12, Hakuhodo Inc. (Tokyo)

Jane Chun, VES ’12, Showa Women’s University (Tokyo)

John Gobok, Economics ’12, Asuka Development Bank of Japan Partners Co., Ltd. (Tokyo)

Minjae Kim, Engineering Sciences ’10, University of Tokyo Biomedical Engineering Group (Tokyo)

Ryosuke Kobayashi, Government ’13, Harvard Club of Japan (Tokyo)

Deborah Lee, Economics ’12, Pe&E Directions Inc. (Tokyo)

Jared Levine, Human Developmental & Regenerative Bio. ’12, Weissman Fellowship for self-arranged internship at RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology (Kobe)

Jacqueline Li, EAS ’11, Urban Connections (Tokyo)

Kevin Martinez, EAS ’11, Mizuho Venture Capital (Tokyo)

LeVan Nguyen, Applied Mathematics ’11, Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd. (Tokyo)

Anna Novick, ’13, Japan Marathon Club (Tokyo)

James Noyes, EAS ’11, Tokyo Gas Co., Ltd. (Tokyo)

Natalie Panno, History & Literature ’12, Japan External Trade Organization (Tokyo)

Mishal Rahman, ’13, Doshisha University (Kyoto)

Michelle Ran, Economics ’13, Research Institute of Economy, Trade, and Industry (Tokyo)

Sujay Tyle, Economics ’13, The Blackstone Group K.K. (Tokyo)

Yuhki Yamashita, Computer Science ’11, ArunStrate Inc. (Tokyo)

Stephanie Yasunaga, ’13, University of Tokyo (Tokyo)

Min Yu, ’13, Showa Women’s University (Tokyo)

Harvard Summer School at Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan

David Ma, ’13

Yelena Mironova, Neurobiology ’11

Kathryn Ryan, ’13
Emiko Zumbro, '13

Harvard Summer School at RIKEN Brain Science Institute, Wako-shi Saitama, Japan
Eva Gillis-Buck, Human Developmental and Regenerative Bio. ’12
Kyla Horn, Neurobiology ’12
Angela Yuen, Neurobiology ’12

Harvard Summer School at RIKEN Research Center for Allergy and Immunology, Yokohama, Japan
Liang Cheng, Chemistry ’12
Chinwe Madubata, MCB ’12
Michael Wang, Chemistry ’12

Academic Year Study Abroad in Japan
Iddoshe Hirpa, EAS, HAA ’11, Kyoto Consortium for Japanese Studies
LeVan Nguyen, Applied Mathematics ’11, Harvard-Yenching Institute Student Fellowship, University of Tokyo
James Noyes, EAS ’11, Kyoto Consortium for Japanese Studies
Alice Thieu, EAS ’09, Mitsubishi Trust Yamamuro Memorial Scholarship, Keio University

Harvard College Study Travel in Japan
Lucy Anderson, HAA ’12, History of Art and Architecture (HAA) 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture
Mo Eun Cha, HAA ’12, HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture
Christopher Chang, Computer Science ’10, Harvard College in Asia Project (HCAP)
Derick Chui, Economics ’11, HCAP
Caitlin Clifford, HEB ’10, HCAP
Susannah Colt, HAA ’12, HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture
Kristen Cronon, HAA ’12, HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture
Carly Dickson, HAA ’12, HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture
Darcie Dieman, Psychology ’12, Kawamura Fellowship
Regina Escamilla, HAA ’12, HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture
Peter Grbac, Social Studies ’12, HCAP
Sarah Hinkfuss, Environmental Science & Public Policy, Economics ’10, HCAP
Iddoshe Hirpa, EAS, HAA '11, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Christopher Hollyday, Chemistry '11, *HCAP*

Hyo Jung Hong, Economics '12, *HCAP*

Aubrey Huynh, Economics '11, *HCAP*

Athena Katsampes, Economics '11, *HCAP*

Colby Krantz, HAA '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Nancy Lin, HAA '11, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Alex Lipton, Psychology '11, *Kawamura Fellowship*

Lauren Medina, HAA '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Geetika Mehra, Economics '12, *HCAP*

Yelena Mironova, Neurobiology '11, *Waseda University Global Seminar on Sustainability*

Andrea Morena, English '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Danielle Parga, HAA '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Anne Sawyier, HAA '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Tiziana Smith, Environmental Science and Public Policy '11, *Waseda University Global Seminar on Sustainability*

Emily Xie, HAA '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Phillip Zhang, HAA '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Dennis Zheng, HAA '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

Monica Zhou, HAA '12, *HAA 100r Sophomore Excursion Seminar: Japanese Architecture*

**GRADUATE STUDENTS**

**RIJS Summer Language Study Grants for Doctoral Students**

Yan Liu, History of Science, *KCJS*

Daniel Koss, Government, *HIF*

Wei Ren, History of Art & Architecture, *Princeton in Ishikawa*

Stephen Ford, EALC, *HIF*

Jee Hye Kim, Government, *JUC*

Daniel Orbach, History, *Russian Academy of Sciences*
RIJS Supplementary Dissertation Completion/Research Grants for 2010-2011

Completion:
William Fleming, EALC, *The World Beyond the Walls: Morishima Chûrî and the Development of Late Edo Fiction*
Yuki Takagi, Government, *Political Economy of Welfare States*
Kristin Williams, EALC, *Childhood in the Picture Books of Eighteenth Century Edo, Japan*

Research:
Jonathan Service, EALC, *Modernizing Music in Japan, 1868-1945*
Jeremy Yellen, History, *Japan's Imagined Empire in Southeast Asia, 1940-1945*
Craig Colbeck, HEAL, *The Epistemology of Male Sexuality in Twentieth-Century Japan*
Esra-Gokce Sahin, Anthropology, *Viewing the Social through the Perspective of the Comic*
Mikael Bauer, EALC, *The Doctrinal and Institutional History of Kofukuji*

RIJS Summer Research Grants for Graduate Students

Ethan Bushelle, EALC, *Buddhist Aesthetic Culture in Late Heian Japan*
Hansun Hsiung, EALC-HEAL, *Technologies of Governance: state-society relations as seen through the development of taxation*
Evan Shea Ingram, EALC, *Material Culture Exchange between Ningbo and Japan*
Eunmi Mun, Sociology, *The Organizational Reproduction of Gender Inequality: Women’s Employment in Recessionary Japan*
Chiaki Nishijima, Anthropology, *Sedimented Histories in Japan’s Brothel District*
Nicolas Sterndorff Cisterna, Anthropology, *Tasting the Nation, Navigating the Nation: Food Nationalism in Japan and the commodity chain in Chile and New Zealand*
Shi Lin Loh, EALC, *Aerial Warfare and Civilian Commemorations in Postwar Tokyo*
Jennifer van der Grinten, RSEA-Japan, *Niko Niko House-Support for the Severely Disabled in Kobe, Japan*
Kuang-Chi Hung, History of Science, *Botany as Social Fashion: Collecting, Gardening and the Making of Modern in Japan*
RIJS Graduate Conference Attendance Grants

Fumitaka Wakamatsu, Anthropology, History of Science Society, Phoenix


William Fleming, EALC, Association for Asian Studies Conference, Philadelphia

Sarah Kashani, Anthropology, Asia-Pacific Conference at Australian National University, Canberra, Australia

Eunmi Mun, Sociology, Gender Equality in Multicultural Societies: Gender, Diversity and Conviviality in the Age of Globalization Conference, Tokyo

Nicolas Sternsdorff Cisterna, Anthropology, Japan Anthropology Workshop, Austin

RIJS Dissertation Production Grants

Raja Adal, History, Nationalizing Aesthetics: Art Education in Egypt and Japan, 1872-1950